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CONSTITUTIONALISM LITE
JAN KLABBERS*

I. INTRODUCTION
If anyone were to propose a pairing of phrases to characterize current developments in international law, the smart money would surely be on constitutionalization and fragmentation. On the one hand, many international lawyers raise
worries about the possible fragmentation of international law:' fragmentation
threatens to undermine the unity of international law (so warmly embraced
since the days of Sir Hersch Lauterpacht2 ), and has a great potential for conflict,
between norms at first and therewith ultimately between actors.
On the other hand, and partly in response, international law is also heavily
engaged in a countermove:' many international lawyers propose that treaty
regimes be constitutionalized, and voice such proposals in particular in the
4
context of international organizations.
As such, the identification of constitutional or quasi -constitutional tendencies and desiderata may not be a terribly novel phenomenon. The United
Nations Charter, e.g., has been regarded by many already for a long time as a

*

Professor of International Law, University of Helsinki. Bits and pieces of this paper have

been tested (in various forms, not all of them readily recognizable anymore) on audiences
at Hofstra University, the University of Coimbra and the University of Uppsala. The author
is indebted to his hosts on those occasions (in particular Jay Hickey, Ana Luisa Riquito,
and lain Cameron) and to the audiences for perceptive comments. The usual disclaimer
applies.
See generally Martti Koskenniemi & PRiivi Leino, "Fragmentation of International
Law? Postmodern Anxieties", Leiden J. Int'l L. (2002), pp. 553-579.
2
See Hersch Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the InternationalCommunity (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1933).
3
An alternative strategy is to downplay the risks of fragmentation and underline its
possible advantages. See Pierre-Marie Dupuy, "The Danger of Fragmentation or Unification of the International Legal System and the International Court of Justice", NYU J1. of
InternationalLaw and Politics(1999), pp. 791-807.
4
This may be part of a broader trend, as suggested by Bruce Ackerman, "The Rise of
World Constitutionalism", Virginia Law Review (1997), pp. 771-797.
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constitutional document in more than a colloquial sense: many feel that the UN
Charter embodies the constitution of the international community of states,5
or the international community in its entirety,6 or at least of the organization
based on the Charter.' By the same token, Europe's two leading post-national
courts have both proclaimed that the document they base their jurisdiction on
happens to be of a constitutional nature. The European Court of Human Rights
did so in 1978, in Irelandv. UK, proudly proclaiming the European Convention
on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms as the constitutional charter of
Europe.' The EC Court would follow with a similar statement a few years later,

in Les Verts. 9
While there is no exact definition of constitutionalism - and such precision
would probably be impossible at any rate - many would agree that at its core,
it has to do with placing limits on the activities of international organizations,
subjecting those organizations to standards of proper behaviour." A consti-

tutional regime is, importantly, a regime that focuses not on the achievement
of governmental aims (or aims of governance), but rather on providing a
stable and legitimate framework for interaction between the regime's subjects

See, e.g., Bruno Simma, "From Bilateralism to Community Interest in International
Law", Recueil des Cours (1994VI), pp. 221-384, 262 ("...1 have no problems at all with
viewing the basic norms of the Charter as the constitutional law of the universal international
community, and the Charter organs, at least in practical terms, as organs of the international
community of States as a whole."). A similar position was already endorsed in an early
edition of Alfred Verdross & Bruno Simma, Universelles V5lkerrecht: Theorie und Praxis
(Berlin, Duncker & Humblot, 2d ed., 1976), pp. 71-83.
6
See, e.g., Bardo Fassbender, "The United Nations Charter as Constitution of the
5

International Community", Columbia JI of TransnationalLaw (1998), pp. 529-619.
Conforti, however, is rather careful: "The constitutional aspect of the UN should not
be exaggerated." See Benedetto Conforti, The Law and Practiceof the UnitedNations (The
Hague, Kluwer, 1997), p. 10.
8 See Irelandv. United Kingdom [1979-80] 2 European Human Rights Reports 25.

7

See case 294/83, Parti icologiste 'Les Verts' v. European Parliament [1986] ECR
1339.
10 As Koopmans defines it with a view to domestic settings, constitutionalism entails that
9

powers "are not exercised arbitrarily, reflecting the mere will of the political leaders of the
day, but in accordance with the law, which creates or recognises permanent institutions and
organizes the powers to be exercised by them." See Tim Koopmans, Courts and Political
Institutions: A Comparative View (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp.
245.
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and for interaction between those subjects and the powers that be." Hence,
12
constitutionalism would include such things as democracy and transparency,
place a premium on free expression, due process and participation on the basis
of equality, and would encompass the exercise of authority in accordance with
some version of the rule of law, be it limits internal to the organization (emanating from its own documents) or external to the organization (subjecting it to
general international law and human rights standards). 3 And in this scheme,
an important role is reserved for judicial review: in the final analysis, judges
will be deemed to be the guardians of the rule of law and of the constitution,
for they are, many would agree, above politics.' 4 Constitutionalism typically
aims to tame man's quest for power, and aims to do so by providing legal limits.
It stands to reason, then, that individuals trained in the law are deemed most
5
suitable to this task.'
The present situation is remarkable if only because of the scope of the constitutionalism debates. It is not just the UN (as the world's only truly global and
comprehensive organization) and the EU (as the world's most deeply integrated

11 This is loosely derived from T.R.S. Allan, ConstitutionalJustice: A Liberal Theory of
the Rule of Law (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 56-58. Allan himself draws
inspiration from the works of Lon Fuller.
12 This makes the dual call by Matsushita, Schoenbaum and Mavroidis to enhance
transparency in the WTO while at the same time streamlining its decision-making procedures (which are deemed "too cumbersome") a rather difficult combination. See Mitsuo
Matsushita, Thomas J. Schoenbaum and Petros Mavroidis, The World Trade Organization:
Law, Practice,and Policy (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2003), pp. 14-15.
13 An important strand of the debate in the EU, moreover, has to do with the existence (or
not) of a truly European citizenship and its links to the European polity. For an illuminating
contribution, see Kaarlo Tuori, "The Many Senses of European Citizenship", in: Kimmo
Nuotio (ed.), Europe in Search of 'Meaning and Purpose' (Helsinki, Forum luris, 2004),
pp. 5 1-87.
14 This is further explored in Jan Klabbers, "Straddling Law and Politics: Judicial Review
in International Law", in: Ronald St.J. MacDonald & Douglas M. Johnston (eds.), Towards
World Constitutionalism:Issues in the Legal Ordering of the World Community (Leiden,
Martinus Nijhoff, 2005, forthcoming).
15 A warm plea forjudicial review is Charles L. Black, The People and the Court:Judicial
Review In a Democracy (New York, MacMillan, 1960). A serious recent critique focusing
on the politics behind establishing a system of judicial review is Ran Hirschl, Towards
Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New Constitutionalism(Cambridge,
Harvard University Press, 2004).
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organization) which are subjected to debates on constitutionalism. The same
happens also with respect to other organizations, most notably perhaps the
WT 16 and notwithstanding the apparent reluctance of the organization itself'
to think in such terms. In addition, both IMF and World Bank are increasingly
thought to be subjected to standards of behaviour (most predominantly concerning human rights)," and the World Bank has created an Inspection Panel
precisely to facilitate scrutiny of its acts. 9 This indicates, if not full-blooded
constitutionalism, then at least that there are thought to be limits to what they
can do. The European Court of Human Rights has started to realize that a grant
of immunities to international organizations may raise human rights issues,Z" and

16

See Deborah Z. Cass, "The 'Constitutionalization' of International Trade Law: Judicial

Norm-generation as the Engine of Constitutional Development in International Trade",
EuropeanJI of InternationalLaw (2001), pp. 39-75.
17
On the modest ambitions of the WTO,see e.g. Rambod Behboodi, "Legal Reasoning
and the Law of International Trade: The First Steps of the Appellate Body of the WTO",J1
of World Trade (1998/4), pp. 55-99; Armin von Bogdandy, "Law and Politics in the WTO
- Strategies to Cope with a Deficient Relationship", Max Planck Yearbook of UnitedNations
Law (2001), pp. 609-674. Steinberg too conceptualizes the WTO as an intergovernmental
organization working largely on a basis of bilateralism and reciprocity; this, then, would
suggest that no further constitutionalization is required, as checks and balances are already
in place. See Richard H. Steinberg, "Judicial Lawmaking at the WTO: Discursive, Constitutional, and Political Constraints", AJIL (2004), pp. 247-275.
18 See, e.g., Sigrun Skogly, The Human Rights Obligations of the World Bank and the
InternationalMonetary Fund (London, Cavendish, 2001); Koen de Feyter, The International
FinancialInstitutionsand Human Rights -Law and Practice(discussion paper, Institute of
Development and Policy Management, University of Antwerp, 2002); Genoveva Hernuindez
Uriz, "To Lend or Not To lend: Oil, Human Rights, and the World Bank's Internal Contradictions", HarvardHuman Rights J1 (2001), 197-231, and Dana L. Clark, "The World Bank and
Human Rights: The Need for Greater Accountability", HarvardHuman Rights Jl (2002),
pp. 207-226.
19 See, e.g., Ellen Hey, "The World Bank Inspection Panel: Towards the Recognition
of a New Legally Relevant Relationship to International Law", Hqfstra Law & Policy
Symposium (1997), pp. 61-74; Daniel Bradlow & Sabine Schlemmer- Schulte, "The World
Bank's New Inspection Panel: A Constructive Step in the Transformation of the International
Legal Order", Zeitschrfiffiir ausliindisches5ffentliches Recht und Veilkerrecht (1994), pp.
392-415.
20
While the Commission was, in 1988, not yet convinced that immunities raised an issue
(see Spaans v. the Netherlands, 107 ILR 1), the Court in 1999 changed course: "The Court
is of the opinion that where States establish international organisations in order to pursue or
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the Ombudsman Institution in Kosovo has even gone so far as to suggest that
a grant of immunities to organizations when these are administering territory
may well be incompatible with the rule of law as a matter of principle.2' And
then there is the ICC Statute, which some tend to regard as something akin to
an international version of a social contract and thus as being of constitutional
22
or at least quasi-constitutional importance.

The literature too has started self-consciously to think in terms of constitutionalism. While this has been going on for a decade or two with respect to
the EC, 23 it has now taken on more general colours, a prime recent example
perhaps being Karel Wellens' monograph on Remedies Against International
24
Organizations.
Less self-consciously constitutional perhaps, but for that
no less constitutional, have been the various pleas and arguments relating to
the necessity of judicial review of the acts of international organizations and
their organs.2 5 Illustrative is also that learned bodies such as the International

strengthen their cooperation in certain fields of activities, and where they attribute to these
organisations certain competences and accord them immunities, there may be implications
as to the protection of fundamental rights ...
For the Court, a material factor in determining
whether granting ... immunities ...
is possible under the Convention is whether the applicants
had available to them reasonable alternative means to protect effectively their rights under
the Convention." See Waite & Kennedy v. Germany [1999/1] Reports of Judgments and
Decisions 393, paras. 67-68.
21
See Ombudsperson Institution in Kosovo, Special Report No. 1, at <www.ombudspersonkosovo.org> (visited 7 October 2004). 1 am indebted to Niels Blokker for bringing this
report to my attention.
22
This, of course, relates to global constitutionalism rather than to constitutionalism within
a certain international organization. The argument, sometimes made verbally but not often
on paper, would hold that the ICC Statute is the closest thing the international community
has to a social contract, and therewith is of constitutional importance.
23
See Eric Stein, "Lawyers, Judges, and the Making of a Transnational Constitution",
AJIL (1981), pp. 1-27.
24
See Karel Wellens, Remedies Against InternationalOrganisations (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 2002).
25
See, e.g., Mohammed Bedjaoui, The New World Order and the Security Council:
Testing the Legality of Its Acts (Dordrecht, Kluwer, 1994); Erika de Wet, "Judicial Review
as an Emerging General Principle of Law and Its Implications for the International Court
of Justice", Netherlands InternationalLaw Review (2000), pp. 181-210, and, most usefully,
James Crawford, "Marbury v. Madison at the International Level", George WashingtonInternationalLaw Review (2004), pp. 505-514. See also Geoffrey Watson, "Constitutionalism,
Judicial Review, and the World Court", HarvardInternationalLaw JI (1993), pp. 1-45.
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Law Commission,2 6 the Institut de Droit International,27 and the International
Law Association" have started to address external limits to the activities of
international organizations, under the traditional heading of responsibility and
the more modern heading of accountability of international organizations.
Moreover, calls for constitutionalism are not limited to lawyers and their
writings. Philosophers and political theorists have addressed issues related
to constitutionalism in the EU,29 while the late John Rawls even tried his
hand at international law generally; 30 Nobel prize winning economist Joseph
Stiglitz, himself affiliated with the World Bank, suggests without putting it in
so many words that the International Monetary Fund needs to be more closely
supervised; 31 activist Naomi Klein too unleashes all sorts of constitutional or
quasi-constitutional thought on organizations such as WTO, IMF and World
Bank; 32 and included in the call by sociologists Giddens and Hutton for international supervision of financial markets is, again, that this supervision itself
be subject to some form of control. 33 All of this seems to suggest that there is
something about constitutionalism which taps into current sentiments about

26

Special Rapporteur Giorgio Gaja has, at the time of writing, delivered two reports.

See Giorgio Gaja, "First Report on Responsibility of International Organizations", UN
Doc. A/CN.4/532, 26 March 2003; Giorgio Gaja, "Second Report on Responsibility of
International Organizations", UN Doc. A/CN.4/541, 2 April 2004.
27
See the reports by rapporteur Rosalyn Higgins in 66 Annuaire de L'Institut de Droit
International(1995/1) and (1996/II).
28
Its third report comes with a set of recommended rules and practices and is included in
International Law Association, Report of the Seventieth Conference: New Delhi (London,
2002), pp. 77 2 -815.
29
See, e.g., Jtirgen Habermas, So, Why does Europe Need a Constitution?(undated paper,
European University Institute, on file with the author); Larry Siedentop, Democracy in
Europe (London, Penguin, 2000).
30
See John Rawls, The Law of Peoples (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1999).
31
32

See Joseph E. Stiglitz, Globalizationand its Discontents (London, Penguin, 2002).
See Naomi Klein, Fences and Windows: Dispatches.from the Front Lines of the

GlobalizationDebate (London, Flamingo, 2002).
See Anthony Giddens & Will Hutton, "Fighting Back", in: Will Hutton & Anthony
Giddens (eds.), On the Edge: Living with Global Capitalism (London, Vintage, 2001), pp.
213-223, esp. at 217-218.
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the proper behaviour of international organizations and the organization of
international society generally. 4 The present paper aims to explore this.
More particularly, the present paper (essay, really) argues that there is an
uncomfortable paradox (or set of paradoxes, perhaps) at the heart of the current trend towards constitutionalism in international organizations. The very
thing that is subjected to control tends to escape from control and instead ends
up in control (not unlike Frankenstein's creation)." With this in mind, I will
conclude with a brief sketch of a less ambitious, but possibly more helpful,
constitutional approach to international organizations. If the grand ambitions
of constitutionalism pur sang only lead to a dead-end street, then such a less
ambitious approach would be called for, under the happy slogan that "less is
more" or, alternatively, the less happy one according to which "the great is the
enemy of the good".
Since the central argument will be that constitutionalism is reproducing the
same problems that already plague the possibilities for controlling international
organizations, I will first sketch some existing control mechanisms (section
II). Section III will continue with the attractions of constitutionalism, while
Section IV will discuss and analyze the paradoxes inherent in constitutionalism.
Section V will briefly sketch an alternative approach, and will be followed by
some concluding remarks.
II. CONSTITUTIONALISM'S PRECURSORS
If constitutionalism is somehow defined as having to do with limits to government (in this case the exercise of authority on the international level), then the
law of international organizations is not wanting for constitutional or quasiconstitutional defence mechanisms against overzealous organizations. Long
aware of the circumstance that it may be desirable to control the behaviour of
organizations, the law of international organizations has developed a handful of
doctrines to that effect, and it would not be inappropriate to describe those as

See generally Ige E Dekker & Ramses A. Wessel, "De constitutionalisering van
internationale organisaties: Over bevoegdheden en democratische legitimiteit", Vrede en
Veiligheid (2004), pp. 61-8 1.
35
For the identification and analysis of different paradoxes (more at micro-level, one is
tempted to say), see Miguel Poiares Maduro, "Europe and the Constitution: What if This is
as Good as it Gets?", in: J.H.H. Weiler & Marlene Wind (eds.), European Constitutionalism
Beyond the State (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 74-102.
34
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"constitutional". The one problem, however, is that none of those mechanisms
seems to work very well.
One possible limit to the activities of international organizations is the idea
that they ought to work only on the basis of the powers conferred upon them. 6
On this line of thinking, organizations could do only those things which their
member states give them permission to do: nothing more. As such it would
act as a natural, preliminary check on the activities of organizations: if they
stay within the limits of their powers, then they simply cannot do wrong, and
further controls would hardly be necessary." Yet, it is also widely recognized
that an insistence that organizations stay within their expressly granted powers
would stifle the organization, perhaps unduly so. To combat this, the doctrine
of implied powers arose, and was recognized in a limited version by the PCIJ
in the 1920s,3" and in a broader, more ambitious version in the ICJ's classic
1949 Reparationfor injuries opinion.3 9 Either way though, breaking through
the limits of express powers brings with it that further limits might become
necessary.
Against this, it might be argued that the implied powers doctrine itself
has a built-in limitation.' In its modest version, an implied power can only be
derived from an express power, and is thus by definition limited by the scope
of this express power.4' In its more ambitious version, the power to be implied

36

Most clearly spelled out in article 5 TEC: "The Community shall act within the limits

of powers conferred upon it by this Treaty and of the objectives assigned to it therein." For
a brief discussion, see Jan Klabbers, An Introduction to InternationalInstitutional Law
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002).
37 Notably, the draft constitution (dated July 2003) of the EU would even strengthen
this idea by conceptualizing the EU as an agency which merely coordinates member state
activities (article 1). See EU Doc. CONV 850/03.
38
See Interpretationof the Greco-Turkish Agreement of December 1st, 1926, advisory
opinion, [1928] Publ. PCIJ,Series B, no. 16.
39

See Reparationfor Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations, advisory

opinion, [1949] ICJ Reports 174.

On the doctrine generally, see Christine Denys, Impliciete bevoegdheden in de Europese Economische Gemeenschap: Een onderzoek naar de betekenis van 'impliedpowers'
(Antwerp, MAKLU, 1990). A useful contribution to the debate is Viljam Engstrbm, "Implied
Powers of International Organizations: On the Character of a Legal Doctrine", Finnish
40

Yearbook of InternationalLaw (2003, forthcoming).
41

The leading formulation is probably Judge Hackworth's opinion in Reparationfor

Injuries, supra, fn. 39.
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must somehow be connected to the purposes of the organization concerned,
and that too is not an unlimited notion.42 Yet this reference to an organization's
purposes, while a limit in the abstract, has proven to be rather limitless in the
concrete: few things are so easy to do as create a connection between an activity
and the purposes of an organization, in particular if the entire membership of
the organization agrees that the activity in question would be worthwhile and
commendable. The implied powers doctrine itself then needs to be reined in,
something the ECJ has attempted to do by semantically demanding a stronger
connection between an activity and the EC's purposes,43 and something the
drafters of the EC's future constitutional treaty have aspired to do by providing
that there shall be no such thing as implied powers: the draft launched in the
summer of 2003 suggests that powers not expressly conferred upon the EC
remain with the member states. 4
A second way in which the activities of organizations can be curtailed is by
pointing to the doctrine of functionalism, or functional necessity. This doctrine,
comprehensively formulated first by Virally,45 popularized at Leiden University
by Schermers and Blokker, 46 and further developed by others working with
them,47 would insist that organizations have such powers and rights as enable

42

Others have held that the implied powers doctrine has two elements, one which connects

it to express powers, the other relating it to the purposes of the organization. Over time, the
emphasis would have shifted from the first to the second element. For this argument, see
Michael M. Pachinger, Die V5lkerrechtspersinlichkeitder Europiiischen Union (Frankfurt
am Main, Peter Lang, 2002), pp. 23-24. Elsewhere, though, he refers to the standard conceptualization of there being two forms (or versions) of the doctrine. See, e.g., ibid., at 76.
43

See Opinion 1/94 (WTO) [1994] ECR 1-5267.

See EU Draft Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe, supra, fn. 37, Art. 9,
para. 2: "Competences not conferred upon the Union in the Constitution remain with the
Member States." Whether this works is doubtful, however: if implied powers stem from
"necessary intendment", as is often argued, then nothing prevents them from being qualified

44

as "conferred" upon the EU. Indeed, this renders them indistinguishable from conferred
powers. See Klabbers, supra, fn. 36, pp. 73-74.
See Michel Virally, "La notion de fonction dans la thdorie de l'organisation internationale", in: Suzanne Bastid et al. (eds.), Mdlanges offerts a CharlesRousseau: La communaute
internationale(Paris, Pddone, 1974), pp. 277-300.

45

See Henry G. Schermers & Niels M. Blokker, InternationalInstitutionalLaw (Leiden,
Martinus Nijhoff, 4th ed., 2003), pp. 10- 15.

46

See Peter H.F. Bekker, The Legal Position of Intergovernmental Organizations:A
FunctionalNecessity Analysis of Their Legal Status and Immunities (Dordrecht, Martinus

47
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them to exercise their functions properly. The beauty of the doctrine then, at
least in the abstract, is that it contains both an upper and a lower limit: functional
necessity does not merely grant organizations a minimum of powers and rights,
but simultaneously establishes the upper limit. As Bekker formulates it, "[a]n
international organization shall be entitled to (no more than) what is strictly
necessary for the exercise of its functions in the fulfillment of its purposes. '
This attempt to kill two birds with one stone was always unlikely to succeed, however, and it is no coincidence that the functional necessity doctrine
has come under fire for a variety of reasons. One is, that the doctrine focuses
too strongly on the interests of organizations while remaining oblivious to the
position of outsiders. It is one thing to say that an organization shall have, e.g.,
such immunities from jurisdiction as are functionally necessary, but this might
result in politically unacceptable situations of individuals being denied access
to justice due to an organization's immunity.49
Moreover, the functional necessity doctrine is too indeterminate to be of
much more than programmatic use. Where both sides to a conflict can claim
that their (diametrically opposed) positions result from functional necessity
concerns, something is amiss. Or rather, without there being a neutral entity
capable of applying the notion with some measure of consistency, 50 functional
necessity does not seem to place too many limits on the activities of organizations.
A third potential defense mechanism, and in theory perhaps the most
important actual defense mechanism against overzealous organizations (on the
thought that power attribution functions earlier in time) is the ultra vires doctrine:
if an organization undertakes activities beyond its competences, those activities

Nijhoff, 1994); A.S. Muller, InternationalOrganizationsand their Host States (The Hague,
Martinus Nijhoff, 1995); and Moshe Hirsch, The Responsibility ofInternationalOrganizations
Toward Third Parties:Some Basic Principles(Dordrecht, Martinus Nijhoff, 1995). Hirsch's
work, while carried out at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, was co-supervised by Schermers.
48

See Bekker, supra, fn. 47, p. 5 (emphasis omitted).

The seminal critique is Michael Singer, "Jurisdictional Immunity of International Organizations: Human Rights and Functional Necessity Concerns", VirginiaJl of International
Law (1995), pp. 53-165.
50 Note that a similar doctrine such as that of proportionality (which also indicates lower

49

and upper limits in one fell swoop) functions best when embedded in a normative hierarchy,
such as within EC or international trade law. Left to auto-interpretation, the notion functions
less well.
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shall somehow be invalidated. This too, however, is not without problems.5' One
is that to the extent that law is a matter of presumptions, the presumption must
be, as the ICJ underlined in CertainExpenses, that activities are not ultra vires:
the opposite would be unworkable. 52 Yet, such a presumption will be difficult
to rebut in practice, in particular if and when the entire membership thinks
that the activity concerned is a good thing. If so, there will be no dissent, and
if there is no dissent, then there would appear to be general agreement that the
activity is not ultra vires. For if the activity were thought to be ultra vires, surely
someone would have dissented. The reasoning is, quite obviously, circular, but
all the more powerful for that: it is a vicious circle allowing for neither escape
nor refuge.53 If an organization's membership supports an activity, it will be
next to impossible to argue that the activity is not one for the organization to
4
engage in.M

Moreover, like the notion of functional necessity, the ultra vires doctrine
depends to a large extent on the presence of mechanisms that can apply it, be
they administrative or judicial. Indeed, some would go so far as to suggest
that the ultra vires doctrine cannot even exist in any meaningful way without
a mechanism to apply it.55
Finally, there are two ultimate defences: the power of the purse, and the
power to withdraw from the organization. The member state convinced that
the organization is engaging in untoward activities can withhold contributions,
and if the share of that member state is relatively large, then withholding its
contribution may concentrate the minds of others. Yet, this is not a device which
lends itself for easy use. One clear drawback is that however lofty the motivation, withholding contributions does end up violating the constituent document
of the organization and will thus always be unpopular and clouded over by

51 As is also recognized in public law theory generally. See, e.g., Allan, supra, fn. 11, pp.
207-209.
52
See CertainExpenses of the United Nations (Article 17, Paragraph2, of the Charter),
advisory opinion, [1962] ICJ Reports 151.
53 In the wonderfully pithy formulation of historian Gary Wills: "unconstitutional things
become constitutional if they are accepted as such". See Gary Wills, James Madison (New
York, Times, 2002), p. 76 (question-mark omitted).
54 A rare example from the ECJ's practice, brought by an outvoted member state, is Case
C-376/98, Germany v. European Parliamentand Council (Tobacco directive), Decision of
5 October 2000.
55

See in particular the opinion of Judge Morelli in CertainExpenses, supra, fn. 52.
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illegitimacy. There is additionally the risk of withholding contributions being
viewed as self-serving and hypocritical: a member may simply be unwilling to
6
contribute but garb it in the language of an organization gone astray.5
By the same token, withdrawal, however useful perhaps as a safety-valve, 7
is not a policy-option to be exercised on an everyday basis.58 While withdrawal
would indeed make a gesture, it might backfire in various ways, not least of
which would be outsider status. While it is doubtful whether states gain much
material advantage from being members of the United Nations, what is clear is
that leaving the UN would have all sorts of political consequences. 59
In addition, as scholars working in several traditions have pointed out,
apart from legal or quasi-legal modes of control, organizations may also be
subject to (for want of a better term) political modes. Thus, Koskenniemi has
suggested that the UN Charter demonstrates a precarious balance between the
Security Council and the General Assembly, with the Assembly making sure
that the Council is occasionally reminded of justice concerns, and the Council
reminding the Assembly that without the backing of power, nothing much gets
accomplished. 61 In a similar spirit, Herdegen suggests that the existence of the
61
veto in the UN is the "primary safeguard against an unbalanced dynamism",
and Reisman found the veto to have created a useful balance of power. 62 In the
EU too, an "institutional balance" between the various institutions has long

56

For a fine general discussion, see Jos6Alvarez, "Legal Remedies and the United Nations
a Carte Problem", Michigan J1 of InternationalLaw (1991), pp. 229-311.

See J.H.H. Weiler, "Alternatives to Withdrawal from an International Organization: The
Case of the European Economic Community", IsraelLaw Review (1985), pp. 282-298.
58 See, e.g., Cass R. Sunstein, Designing Democracy: What Constitutions Do (Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2001), ch. 4.
59 The UN is perhaps reasonably unique though, in that with many other organizations
it is not too difficult to think of the material benefits of membership: a security guarantee,
access to markets, et cetera.The main benefit of UN membership, so to speak, would seem
to be acceptance as a member of a political community, this time of states.
60
See Martti Koskenniemi, "The Police in the Temple. Order, Justice and the UN: A
Dialectical View", EJIL (1995), pp. 325-348.
61
See Matthias J. Herdegen, "The 'Constitutionalization' of the UN Security System",
Vanderbilt Jl of TransnationalLaw (1994), pp. 135, 154.
62
See W. Michael Reisman, "The Constitutional Crisis in the United Nations", AJIL
(1993), pp. 83- 100.
57
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been regarded as an important factor in the management of the Union, and has
found explicit recognition in the case law of the ECJ.63
Perhaps the main intellectual problem bedeviling the law of international
organizations is that it is never quite clear who is in control: the member
states, or the organization. 6' The organization may aspire desperately to gain
independence from the member states and impose its will on those member
states, yet at one and the same time the organization can only act to the extent
the member states allow this. It is this circumstance which makes present
constitutional devices (the attributed powers doctrine, the functional necessity
doctrine, the ultra vires doctrine), in the end, powerless: if the members want
the organization to engage in an activity, they can always create a new power,
find an implied power, expand their conception of what is functionally necessary, or adopt a measure allowing the organization to engage in that activity.
And if push comes to shove and there is no way out within the organizational
structure, then nothing prevents the member states to take their issue outside
the organizational structure: 65 the example that opened many observers' eyes
to the vulnerability of fundamental legal arrangements was when France and
Germany decided, in 2003, that the EC Stability and Growth Pact needed to
66
be set aside when they did not meet its requirements.
Thus, it would seem that at the end of the day it is the member states that
remain in control, but if true to begin with, it is only true in a rather inconsequential sense. The organization too can boast some power in the power game
between member state and organization, for the simple reason that organizations
as a phenomenon cannot be eradicated. It was possible, obviously, to get rid of
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See Case No. 9/56, Meroni and others v. High Authority [1957/58] ECR 133.
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See generally Klabbers, supra, fn. 36. As Blokker points out, control may also have

to be exercised by the Security Council over UN members. See Niels M. Blokker, "Is the
Authorization Authorized? Powers and Practice of the UN Security Council to Authorize
the Use of Force by 'Coalitions of the Able and Willing"', EJIL (2000), pp. 541-568.
65
Pachinger usefully discuss much of the discussion on the international legal personality
of the EU in these terms: would the EU be acting in its own right, or rather as a collectivity
of member states? See Pachinger, supra, fn. 42, p. 93.
66
And tellingly, the whole affair fizzled out, with the Council (Economics and Finance
Ministers, meeting on 25 November 2003) adopting a few mild-mannered conclusions after
sterner recommendations had proved unattainable, and the Commission expressing deep
regrets at the way France and Germany had acted. See Doc. 14492/1/03 REV 1 (en) Presse
320 15.
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the League of Nations, but it was unthinkable not to replace it. There is, so to
speak, a certain need for international organizations, and from this organizations
derive some of their power and much of their arrogance. 6 In the same way as
the member states can take the organization hostage, so too is the organization capable of taking its member states hostage: at the end of the day, there
will always be those who insist that the process of cooperation ought not to
be endangered68 or (concerning the EC) that the process of integration ought
not to be threatened. Much as we may bicker about the respective qualities of
organizations, we also realize that most likely the world would be a worse place,
and a considerably worse place at that, without them. It is no coincidence that
few call for the abolition of the World Bank or the WTO; instead, the calls are
calls for reform or for tighter control. And indeed, whenever a political problem
of international dimensions appears, the first instinct is to somehow create an
international structure, however called, to deal with it; the first impulse is to
69
place the problem under international control.
Thus analyzed, current calls for constitutionalism are partly misdirected
by being too single-mindedly focused on organizations as separate entities,
in isolation from their member states. The problem is not only that NATO
started to bomb Belgrade, it is also that NATO's Member States thought this
was a great idea. The problem is not only that the WTO's rules on intellectual
property may deprive many people of affordable medication, it is also that the
Member States of the WTO thought the rules of TRIPs were, if not great, at
least acceptable, acceptable enough to ratify the WTO agreement and live with
the consequences. 7°

The general climate is well formulated by the German government before the European
Court of Human Rights. According to Germany, "international organisations perform [... ]
tasks of a particular significance in an age of global, technical and economic challenges...".
See Waite & Kennedy, supra,fn. 20, para. 61.
68 Various examples can be found in Fatoumata Jawara & Aileen Kwa, Behind the Scenes
67

at the WTO: The Real World of InternationalTrade Negotiations (London, Zed, updated
ed., 2004).

Thus, for example, the calls for an entity controlling international capital markets in
Hutton and Giddens, supra,fn. 33.
70
An excellent analysis of the genesis of TRIPs is Susan K. Sell, Private Power,Public
Law: The Globalizationof IntellectualPropertyRights (Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 2003). Some of the remaining options for developing nations are sketched in Carlos
M. Correa, Intellectual PropertyRights, the WTO and Developing Countries: The TRIPS
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Agreement and Policy Options (London, Zed Books, 2000).
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Those various constitutional or quasi-constitutional techniques, then, do
not seem overly workable. They always run the risk of being overcome by
agreement of precisely those subjects which they were supposed to control to
begin with, and are unable to meet the most fundamental challenge of all: the
challenge of fragmentation.
III. CONSTITUTIONALISM'S ATTRACTIONS
Given that the existing control mechanisms work, at best, only sparingly and
only if the circumstances allow them to work, it should come as no surprise
that many have turned to constitutionalism as a possible improvement. Constitutionalism, after all, promises working control mechanisms, and promises,
moreover, a comprehensive set of such mechanisms. Somehow constitutionalism promises more than just the ultra vires doctrine, or the notion of
conferred powers, or check and balances - it promises all of these together, in
a comprehensive package.
Also remarkable is that such debates take place about and within international organizations while, at the same time, international organizations have
lost some of their lustre.71 The WTO, for all its glamour, remains an organization
based on a rather pure form of bilateralism;72 the EU explicitly incorporates
subsidiarity and limited powers and, if current drafts are anything to go by,
works on a concept of the EU as essentially a clearing house for its Member
States.73 Thus understood, calls for constitutionalism might end up locking into
place a version of internationalism which still provides the state with pride of
place; there is nothing wrong with that, of course, but it is a far cry from the
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See generally Jan Klabbers, "The Changing Image of International Organizations", in:

Jean-Marc Coicaud & Veijo Heiskanen (eds.), The Legitimacy ofInternationalOrganizations

(Tokyo, United Nations University Press, 2001), pp. 221-255.
It is a tell-tale sign, for instance, that corporations and traders in the largest trading
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blocs have no access to the WIO, not even through their own legal systems, as those trading
blocs have all declined to grant WTO law direct effect in their respective legal orders. For a
discussion, see Jan Klabbers, "International Law in Community Law: The Law and Politics
of Direct Effect", Yearbook of EuropeanLaw (2002), pp. 263-298.
73 See Jan Klabbers & Piivi Leino, "Death by Constitution? The Draft Treaty Establishing
a Constitution for Europe", German Law Jl (2003), pp. 1293-1305.
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ideals many constitutionalists may themselves entertain, as locking into place
a truer version of cosmopolitanism. 74
These two observations already suggest that there is something paradoxical
at the heart of constitutionalism: it is being hijacked both to advance the cause
of cosmopolitanism, and to turn back the clock;75 it is utilized both in the service
of conservatism and progressivism, and by answering to both, it might end up
answering to none. As Frankenberg sketches the problem, constitutionalism
"tries, not always easily, to straddle the mutually exclusive concepts of
'state' and 'international entity', and to solve the problems of legitimate
authority and social integration with reference to conflicting principles
such as democracy and intergovernmental co-operation, unity/centrality
and subsidiarity, integration/homogeneity and diversity/heterogeneity." 6
This straddling is compounded by a handful of other observations. One is, that
constitutionalism manages to postpone (perhaps indefinitely so) more concrete
political debates. It does not pre-empt further discussion: the term is sufficiently
open-ended to accommodate further discussions. There is no need to make
difficult policy choices just yet; those can always be made later. It prolongs,
in yet other words, the noble dream of legislative reason: as long as dreams
of a constitutional regime in the UN, or the EU, or the WTO, prevail, there is
no need to take any concrete measures and spend time discussing the nuts and
bolts of, say, judicial review, or how to limit the powers of the organization
concerned, let alone on whether to give preference to the interests of traders

By cosmopolitanism I simply mean a sentiment that the international is generally preferable over the local. For a far more sophisticated conceptualization, see David Kennedy, "The
International Style in Postwar Law and Policy", Utah Law Review (1994), pp. 7, 13-14.
75 As Kennedy suggests (without using the term), the struggle for constitutionalism
internationally is a struggle to re-establish sovereignty, but now on the international level.
That carries within it a paradox as it was precisely the point of internationalism to overcome
the limits of sovereignty: constitutionalism aims "somehow to reinvent at an international
level the sovereign authority it was determined to transcend." See ibid., p. 14.
76
See Gtinter Frankenberg, "The Return of the Contract: Problems and Pitfalls of European
74

Constitutionalism", European Law J1 (2000), pp. 257, 258.
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or those of the environment. Decision-making can take place elsewhere while
the rest of us are discussing constitutional blueprints."
A related advantage is that somehow constitutions are often thought to be
of higher value: legislation is for the here and now, but a constitution is for
ever. This taps into the promise of the end of politics, a promise inherent (if not
always explicit) in all great ideologies. 8 Constitutionalism is no exception: a
constitutional polity is a polity where things are done according to the rule of
law, not the rule of man. In much the same way as with human rights, one of the
main attractions of constitutionalism is to suggest that there is a sphere beyond
everyday politics, comprising values that cannot (or only with great difficulty)
be affected or changed. This, in turn, is perhaps best regarded as the answer
of human beings who, in full anxiety, have discovered that there is fairly little
eternal about values, 79 and thus wish to lock in place whatever values they can
think of. As Neil Walker puts it, constitutional frameworks have
"to engage closely and constructively with an increasingly volatile
order of political authority ...IR lather than providing the normative
guardian of the traditional sovereign legal order, constitutional law is
now required to be a flexible instrument managing the ever-shifting
interface between law and politics."8
The very term constitution, and its derivatives, (constitutionalism, constitutionalization) also carries with it an element of legitimacy: a constitutional
regime is a legitimate regime. Constitutional government is government based
on acceptable standards, the rule of law, and that sort of thing, and stands in
marked contrast to unconstitutional regimes. It is not that such regimes may
not be based on formal constitutional documents, but it is that unconstitutional

This is not, of course, something uniquely to be associated with constitutionalism. See
generally David Kennedy, "The Forgotten Politics of International Governance", European
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Human Rights Law Review (2001/2), pp. 117-125.
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See Bart Tromp, Het einde van de politiek? (Schoonhoven, Dubio?Boeken, 1990).
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See Elizabeth M. Meade, "The Commodification of Values", in: Larry May & Jerome

Kohn (eds.), Hannah Arendt Twenty Years Later (Cambridge, MIT Press, 1996), pp. 107-

126.
See Neil Walker, "Sovereignty and Differentiated Integration in the European Union",
in: Zenon Bankowski & Andrew Scott (eds.), The European Union and Its Order: The Legal
Theory of EuropeanIntegration(Oxford, Blackwell, 2000), pp. 31, 61.
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regimes lack political legitimacy."' For that reason alone, the term constitution
exercises a normative pull, as constitutionalism is thought of as a mechanism
that can instantly bestow legitimacy on a political system and thus also on an
international organization in search of that very commodity.82
Furthermore, as Weiler and Trachtman have pointed out, constitutionalism
also taps into the inferiority complexes of the international lawyer, as it promises
to turn a regime into something approximating real law: "in a very basic sense
constitutionalism appears to resolve the perennial existential insecurity of
international lawyers once and for all".Y This may operate above all on the
level of symbolics, but be no less powerful for that.
Additionally, it is increasingly recognized that international developments
have an impact not just on regular domestic legislation (this was understood
already for some time), but also on issues which were typically thought to belong
properly to the relationship between a political community and its citizens:
administrative law," and even constitutional law. As Tushnet suggests, the
distribution of powers between the federal and state levels in the US (in other
6
words: US constitutional law) may be affected by international developments,
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For an incisive critique, see Martti Koskenniemi, "Legitimacy, Rights, and Ideology:

Notes Towards a Critique of the New Moral Internationalism", Associations (2003), pp.
349-373.
82 Indeed, this sometimes takes the form - which some might think distasteful - of naked
instrumentalism: let us (organization X) respect human rights (a version of human rights
which suits us well, rather perhaps than a more generally accepted catalogue), because to be
seen to respect human rights will do wonders for our (organization X's) legitimacy. Arguably,
this is how the EC Court responded to challenges from the courts of various member states,
and arguably, this amounts to a serious misunderstanding of the role of fundamental rights.
See, e.g., Philip Allott, "Epilogue: Europe and the Dream of Reason", in: Weiler & Wind
(eds.), supra, fn. 35, p. 217.
83
See J.H.H. Weiler & Joel Trachtman, "European Constitutionalism and its Discontents",
Northwestern Jl of InternationalLaw and Business (1996-97), pp. 354, 356.
84
See generally Murray Edelman, The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana Ill., University
of Illinois Press, 1964).
85 For a brief overview, see Eleanor D. Kinney, "The Emerging Field of International
Administrative Law: Its Content and Potential", 54 Administrative Law Review (2002), pp.
415-433.
86
See Mark Tushnet, The New Constitutional Order (Princeton, Princeton University
Press, 2003), pp. 142-164.
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and if that is so, then a constitutional response at the international level would
not seem out of place.
But perhaps the main attraction of constitutionalism resides in the unmistakable trend towards fragmentation. It is no longer sufficient to clinch a deal
on, say, intellectual property rights, under auspices of the WTO. It is not even
sufficient to have the WTO accommodate earlier regimes on intellectual property
(the Paris, Berne and Rome Conventions),87 as it will always be possible for
parties to invoke yet other regimes, be it the health regime of the WHO, or some
form of social justice formulated by the UN, perhaps even some form of selfregulation.88 By the same token, sanctions ordained by the UN end up the subject
of litigation in the EC Court" and, if that fails to provide satisfaction to one of
the parties, it will always be possible to raise a human rights complaint before
the European Court of Human Rights. 9" Fragmentation therewith breaks up
the world of international law into smaller segments, and stimulates regulatory
competition not within territorial units, but across regimes or issue areas.
Constitutionalism, then, is in large part a knee-jerk response to come to
terms with the existential anxiety of fragmentation. In a world where specialist
action, on the basis of specialist knowledge, carries the day, constitutionalism
carries the promise that there is some system in all the madness, some way
in which the whole system hangs together and is not merely the aggregate of
isolated and often contradictory movements. The conflicts between trade and
environmental rules, trade and human rights, or trade and labour standards, may
not, on their own terms, seem solvable, but they might appear manageable, at
least, in a matrix of constitutionalism, for such a matrix would suggest that
there are some values which simply cannot be affected: there is a bottom line,
somewhere, somehow, an apparent unity underlying all apparent disunity.9'
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See Art. 2, TRIPS.
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The example is derived from Andreas Fischer-Lescano & Gunther Teubner, Regime-

Kollisionen:Kompatibilitkitdurch Vernetzung statt Rechtseinheit(unpublished paper, 2004,
on file with the author). See generally also Gunther Teubner, "'Global Bukowina': Legal
Pluralism in the World Society", in: Gunther Teubner (ed.), Global Law Without a State
(Aldershot, Dartmouth, 1996), pp. 3-28.
89 See Case No. C-84/95, Bosphorus Hava Yollari Turizm ve Ticaret AS v. Ministerfor
Transport, Energy and Communications and others [1996] ECR 1-3953.
90
At the time of writing (August 2004), Bosphorous v. Ireland(application 45036/98) is
pending before the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights.
91 See also Koskenniemi & Leino, supra,fn. 1.
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IV. CONSTITUTIONALISM'S PARADOXES
As members of the European Parliament may have found out to their detriment, a political debate centering on the nuts and bolts of constitutional or
quasi -constitutional issues ("The EP should be given more powers", "It should
be for the EP to appoint the European Commission," "The EP should have the
right to force individual members of the Commission to abdicate") is bound to
be less than fully attractive, and bound to remain less than fully appreciated.
This in turn suggests that a constitutionalism debate has a great capacity for
overshadowing more overtly political debates, with the possible result that an
unpopular status quo remains in place,9 2 or that unpopular change slips through
while the rest of us are discussing constitutional niceties. 3
Still, constitutionalism offers many different things to different people, and
would thus seem to promise a win-win situation. Yet, it does not come uncontested.
Some have wondered, for example, whether international law is conceptually
capable of harbouring constitutionalism, or whether perhaps a different vocabulary should be invented, under the banner of "metaconstitutionalism". 4
It might also be suggested that insisting on constitutionalism within international organizations might conflict with constitutionalism at national levels;
after all, it would seem that constitutional authority can only have one possible
source, and that it becomes incoherent to speak of multiple-based constitutional
authority.95 On this view, it is no coincidence that within the EU the various

By way of example: it has been pointed out that all the wonderful talk, in the UK,
about devolution and "bringing rights home" in the form of a Human Rights Act has done
nothing to displace the Thatcherite economy. See Alan Norrie, "Criminal Justice, Judicial
Interpretation, Legal Right: On Being Sceptical about the Human Rights Act 1998", in:
Tom Campbell, K.D. Ewing, and Adam Tomkins (eds.), ScepticalEssays on Human Rights
(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 261-276.
93 In the same vein, Veitch advocates that alertness to "the ability of constitutionalism
to lend legitimacy to the fixing of social and material relations in a specific manner". See
Scott Veitch, "Legal Right and Political Amnesia", in: Nuotio (ed.), supra, fn. 13, p. 96.
94 See Neil Walker, "Flexibility Within a Metaconstitutional Frame: Reflections on the
Future of Legal Authority in Europe", in: Grfiinne de Btirca & Joanne Scott (eds.), Constitutional Change in the EU: Between Uniformity and Flexibility? (Oxford, Hart, 2000).
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A brief argument along these lines is developed by Pavlos Eleftheriadis, "Aspects of
European Constitutionalism", European Law Review (1996), pp. 32-42. See also Pavlos
Eleftheriadi s, "Begging the Constitutional Question", JI of Common Market Studies (1998),
pp. 255-272.
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constitutional courts of the Member States - Germany's constitutional court in
particular perhaps9 6 - have not yet been swayed by the supranational seduction,
and tend to safeguard their own superiority.9
Nonetheless, there is a deeper paradox at work, or a set of paradoxes perhaps.
Locking into place a set of rules and values implies not just that whatever is
valuable will be preserved for future generations, but also makes it more difficult for future generations (even tomorrow's) to change in accordance with
its wishes, its desires, or even only to accommodate changed circumstances.
An example will illustrate the point: few alive today hold the distribution of
permanent seats in the Security Council to be a very happy solution, yet many
realized its inevitability in 1945. Preserving what was deemed useful back then,
and locking it into place by means of a heavy amendment procedure involving
the consent of the affected states, has resulted in what many feel amounts to
being saddled with an anachronism. 99
The paradox then is that, in order to escape the trappings of constitutionalism, the only resort there is, is to resort to precisely the type of behaviour that
constitutionalism was deemed to prevent. If the constitution does not allow
an activity which is nonetheless deemed necessary, then the most obvious
way around it is, quite literally, to work around the constitution. This may be
done silently, through non-papers issued by working groups or non-decisions
being taken at informal meetings and resulting in non-binding instruments, 00
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See Brunner case, 33 ILM (1994), p. 388.

The most sophisticated answer to these sorts of questions is offered by Neil MacCormick,
Questioning Sovereignty: Law, State, and PracticalReason (Oxford, Oxford University
Press, 1999).
98 Verzijl put it thus in 1945: the Big Five have appropriated for themselves a privilege
that "does not feel pleasantly", but which was "probably inevitable". See J.H.W. Verzijl,
De nieuwe bond der Vereenigde Naties (Amsterdam, 1945), p. 126.
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99 Indeed, the broadening of the composition of the Security Council, in the mid- 1960s,
was inspired by the desire to accommodate changed circumstances and create something
of a quasi-veto for the non-aligned world: acting in concord, non-aligned countries could
block the adoption of resolutions. See Reisman, supra, fn. 62, p. 84.
100 The way Russia's position as succeeding the USSR as a permanent member of the
Security Council was sealed at a high-level meeting of the Security Council and in a
document of ambiguous legal status may serve as a useful reminder. The episode is helpfully discussed in Nigel D. White, The Law of InternationalOrganisations(Manchester,
Manchester University Press, 1996), p. 68.
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but also quite visibly, invoking phrases according to which the constitution
is a "living instrument"'' 1 which, accordingly, ought to be interpreted "with
flexibility", and mindful of the goals of the organization. 0 2 Powers thus found
to be implied in the organization's constitution exist "by necessary intendment". In short: yesterday's constitutionalization can be undone by today's
(de-)constitutionalization, 3 and this, in turn, can only mean that the two are
two sides of the same coin and, more importantly perhaps, that there is fairly
little to be gained by insisting on constitutionalization. At least, not too much
should be expected. 04
Examples abound. Thus, it is sometimes suggested that before the World
Bank can with full legitimacy take human rights into account, it needs to see its
mandate broadened. 10 5 Yet, this would imply an expansion of the powers of the
10 6
Bank, and a concomitant loss of control on the part of the member states.
The discussion in the European Union on the precise scope of EU human
rights protection demonstrates much the same problem: any attempt to expand
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Wheare captures the tension quite nicely when discussing the role of courts: "They

may choose to treat a constitution as a living instrument, but they must treat it first of all as
a constitution." See K.C.Wheare, Federal Government (Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1947), p. 237.
102 For an (explicitly de legeferenda) argument to this effect, see Tetsuo Sato, Evolving
Constitutionsof InternationalOrganizations(The Hague, Kluwer, 1996).
103 This also informs Weiler's fears with respect to a European constitution: a formal
constitution may end up undoing the constitutional framework created predominantly
by the Court of Justice. See, e.g., J.H.H. Weiler, "A Constitution for Europe? Some Hard
Choices", JI of Common Market Studies (2002), pp. 563-580; J.H.H. Weiler, "InDefence of
the Status Quo: Europe's Constitutional Sonderweg", in: Weiler & Wind (eds.), supra,fn.
35, pp. 7-23. Less overtly political are the concerns voiced by Paul P. Craig, "Constitutions,
Constitutionalism, and the European Union", European Law Jl (2001), pp. 125-150.
104 As a seasoned observer put it: "There is no doubt that most international organs take
short cuts through their rules for purposes of convenience by general agreement." See Felice
Morgenstern, "Legality in International Organizations", British Yearbook of International
Law (1976-77), p. 252.
105 This is the gist of Ibrahim El. Shihata, "Human Rights, Development and International
Financial Institutions", American University Jl of InternationalLaw and Policy (1992), p.
27-37. Shihata was the General Counsel of the World Bank for a long time.
106 Alternatively, it can circumvent or reinterpret its mandate, but both these methods also
involve a loss of control.
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the scope will automatically carry with it a broadening of the EU's powers.
Hence, some of the case-law of the European Court on human rights has met
with the critique of expanding the EU's powers and limiting the domestic room
for manoeuvre of the Member States, possibly beyond the level of appropriateness, 0 and it is no accident that article 51 of the EU Charter on Fundamental
Rights feels the need to spell out that the Charter "does not establish any new
power or task for the Community or the Union, or modify powers and tasks
0 8
defined by the Treaties".1
Something similar is acknowledged in debates concerning the WTO. As
McGinnis and Movsesian recognize, expanding the mandate of the WTO to
allow it some responsibility for environmental or labour issues, and therewith
render it, in theory, a more responsible organization (one where trade concerns
would not by definition trump other considerations), would also make the WTO
more difficult to control." Yet, doing nothing would always keep the door open
for the intrusion of other rules from other regimes, resulting in uncertainty
and, indeed, again a loss of control. Keeping the WTO's ambitions limited to
policing anti-discrimination, as McGinnis and Movsesian advocate, may work
when considered in isolation, but is bound to remain helpless in the face of
competition from other regimes.
This, then, is ultimately the paradox of constitutionalism: seizing control
means giving up control. Fighting fragmentation by constitutionalism will,
likewise, only result in deeper fragmentation, as the various competing regimes
and organizations will be locked firmly in constitutional place - and in battle
with each other. To be sure, if only one of them becomes truly constitutional,
it may be able legitimately to claim superiority over others, but if all become,
somehow, constitutional, then no such claim can legitimately be made, and there
is no a priori reason to favour one over the other. Besides, constitutionalism,
inasmuch as it is a response to fragmentation misses half the point: it may
respond to governmental regimes, but is speechless when confronted with

Most outspokenly so, Jason Coppell &Aidan O'Neill, "The European Court of Justice:
Taking Rights Seriously?", Common Market Law Review (1992), pp. 669-692. More subtly,
De B6rca suggests that the proper exercise of EC powers may collide with the equally proper
exercise of member state powers. See Griinne de Btirca, "Fundamental Human Rights and
the Reach of EC Law", Oxford Jl of Legal Studies (1993), pp. 283-319.
108 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Art. 51.
109 See John 0. McGinnis and Mark L. Movsesian, "The World Trade Constitution",
HarvardLaw Review (2000), pp. 511, 518, 566.
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non-governmental regimes, self-regulation, or such phenomena as the lex
mercatoria, for it is the source of constitutionalism itself which would warrant
ajustification of its authority: there is no intrinsic reason why a regime on trade
law emanating from public authorities - even one properly called constitutional
- would be able, in case of conflict, to claim supremacy over the lex mercatoria,
unless it could somehow claim to embody supreme values or spring from some
supreme authority.
Yet, relying on supreme values or supreme authority such as a world government suggests a second paradox. The very idea of constitutionalism presumes
that constitutionalism helps mankind into an a-political, a-ideological space, a
realm somewhere beyond politics where people would no longer disagree with
each other. Such a realm, however, does not exist, cannot exist, and would be
abhorrent at any rate. The idea of overcoming politics by insisting on adhering
to certain fixed values is bound to fail, because reference to those values itself is
immensely and intensely political." 0 It is no coincidence of course that within
domestic societies, easily the most political branch of the law is precisely the
law relating to the constitution. It is precisely in interpreting and applying the
constitution that old political divides become prominently visible again, much
more so (and much more comprehensively so) than in, say, tax law, despite the
fact that the latter can have serious financial and socio-economic ramifications.
And it is no coincidence that attempts to define or channel such conflicts tend
to be met with vigorous critiques."'
V. CONSTITUTIONALISM'S ALTERNATIVE
If constitutionalism pur sang then is bound to shoot itself in the foot (feet,
most likely), perhaps the best alternative would be to opt for a more limited
approach to global governance which, for the sake of convenience, might simply

110 This is one of the reasons why Tushnet reaches the conclusion that constitutional theory

is impossible. See Mark Tushnet, "Darkness on the Edge of Town: The Contributions of
John Hart Ely to Constitutional Theory", 89 Yale Law JI (1980) 1037-1062.

111 Think only about the criticism provoked by John Hart Ely's Democracy and Distrust:
A Theory of Judicial Review (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1980), a conscious
attempt to read the US Constitution as devoid of substantive values. Some of the more
vigorous commentaries include Paul Brest, "The Substance of Process", Ohio State Law JI
(1981), pp. 131-142, and Laurence H. Tribe, "The Puzzling Persistence of Process-Based
Constitutional Theories", Yale Law JI (1980), pp. 1063-1080.
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be referred to as a constitutional approach (as opposed to full-fledged constitutionalism)." 2 It is precisely by being less ambitious than constitutionalism
that such a constitutional approach might just be able to escape the paradoxes
of constitutionalism.
A constitutional approach would rest on the premise that politics is inevitable
in international life."3 In fact, it would rest on the premise that politics is a good
thing: with six billion people on the planet, divided over some 200 states and
territories, little else seems possible. Where actors disagree about fundamental
issues, the thing to do is to face this disagreement with open eyes and discuss
with full vigour the possible ways in which life together can be maintained in
(relative) peace and harmony. At the very least, such implies that there exist
procedures for discussion, including procedural guarantees for the minority
view (that it shall not be overrun be an overzealous majority) as well as for
the majority view (that a minority cannot sabotage activities by trumping the
majority). 114 It was thought, in the 1960s and 1970s, that the consensus rule could
function as such a device;" 5 now that it has become clear that the consensus
rule as such is well-nigh indistinguishable from the unanimity rule," 6 perhaps
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Case before the ILOAT: Constitutionalism in Disguise?", ICLQ (2004), pp. 455-464.
113 This builds on neo-republican political theory, and in particular on the work of Hannah
Arendt. See, e.g., HannahArendt, The Human Condition(Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1958). My reading of Arendt owes a lot to Dana R. Villa, Arendt and Heidegger:
The Fate of the Political (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1996). Useful is also
Philip Hansen, Hannah Arendt: Politics, History and Citizenship (Cambridge, Polity,
1993).
114 In that sense, such a constitutional approach amounts to a "school of virtue" rather than
a Rechtsstaat.The term is gratefully borrowed from Wills, supra, fn. 53, p. 34.
115 See, e.g., Anthony d'Amato, "On Consensus", Canadian Yearbook of International
Law (1970), pp. 104-122.
116 See Ulf Lindell, Modern MultilateralNegotiation:The ConsensusRule and its Implications in InternationalConferences (di ss., University of Lund, 1988). Actually, it might even
be worse: Jawara & Kwa, supra, fn. 68, report many examples of how the existence of a
consensus rule, while formally creating something of a veto but without rendering its exercise
legitimate, clouds power configurations to such an extent that bullying and arm-twisting
become standard modes of conducting negotiations.
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the idea of consensus with a qualified majority vote to fall back on might meet

the twin requirements of change and stability."11
A constitutional approach would also be well-advised to accept the political nature of politics, and resist the temptation to leave the taking of highly
charged political decisions to managerial or expert committees, both inside
international organizations and elsewhere. Political responsibility should be
taken by political actors, not by others, and political responsibility should be
taken in full view rather than behind closed doors."' Moreover, the results
should be readily available, ascertainable, and retrievable, instead of creating
their own classes of cognoscenti.
Also of relevance would be some form of independent control, perhaps in
the form of some mechanism of judicial review embodied within international
organizations. This should avoid the trappings of rightsism though,"' and most
likely be limited to mainly procedural testing: the rights involved would mainly
be rights to be heard and to participate in the organization's decision-making
20

process. 1

Such participation need not be limited to the formal members of the organization concerned, but might as well cover all the relevant actors. 12' Tempting
as it is to describe these by the voguish term "stakeholders", care should be
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118 Diplomats such as Harold Nicolson have tended to be critical of Woodrow Wilson's
proposition that "open covenants" (itself to be welcomed) also be "openly arrived at",
precisely because this openness of the negotiating process might inhibit the negotiators. See
Harold Nicolson The Evolution of Diplomacy (New York, Collier Books, 1962 (1954)), pp.
115-116 (noting in the process that Wilson himself happily continued to engage in secret
negotiations and appeared to interpret "openly arrived at" as referring to the final result of
negotiations rather than those negotiations themselves). Either way, pandering to the media
would be irreconcilable with the spirit of a constitutional approach.
119 For a vigorous critique, see Duncan Kennedy, A Critiqueof Adjudication {Fin de Si~cle}
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1997).
120 Elsewhere, I have attempted to sketch some basic considerations relating to judicial
review in international law. See Klabbers, supra,fn. 14.
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taken to avoid all too rigid categorization of actors as either stakeholders or
non-stakeholders: any such characterization tends to result in patterns of inclusion and exclusion, to the detriment of the very values that any affiliation with a
constitutional approach stands for.'22 Moreover, there is the risk that stakeholders
transmute into "special interest groups", monopolizing the time and attention
of decision-makers and succeeding in carving out special favours; after all, it
has been observed that an organization such as the WTO works reasonably well
"precisely because it is insulated from public pressures"."'
And indeed, such a constitutional approach would, as much as possible,
avoid using the language of rights. Quite apart from whose rights exactly would
be at issue (those of the organization's member states, those of individuals, those
of the organization itself perhaps), a strong focus on rights inevitably undermines
the realization that politics is an existential condition, 124 from which there can
be no escape (nor would escape be desirable, in that any form of escape will
tragically end up in totalitarianism1 25).
VI. BY WAY OF CONCLUSION
What a constitutional approach boils down to, of course, is simply (but crucially)
a different style of politics.
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be carved into the stone of a constitutional document. Instead, a constitutional
approach would radically reject the proposition that the end justifies the means,
and hold instead that the conduct of politics (in the sense of free, unencumbered
debate amongst equals, rather unconcerned about the protection of personal or
group interests 2 ') is itself the ultimate goal of politics. This may be, as some
have pointed out, nothing but politics for the sake of politics, and unlikely to
be very inspirational. 2 '
Still, anything else would run into the paradox of constitutionalism, the
paradox that any attempt to constitutionalize will always and automatically
create its own counterforce. In yet other words: there is no mediating between
change and stability by favouring the one over the other; the only thing that
can be done is to be flexible in both directions but without being too flexible
- anything else will result in a totalitarian or imperial project under the banner
of constitutionalism, and surely, that cannot be what constitutionalism should
come to represent.

Indeed, in yet another ironical twist, it has been pointed out that the rule of law is
incompatible with a view of law as just a matter of strategic compromises on the basis of
interests: constitutionalism demands some distance from direct interest-based approaches
to politics. In this vein, Allan, supra,fn. 11, p. 123.
128 This is one of the standard critiques of neo-republican political thought. For a critical but
sympathetic rendition in Dutch, see Ido de Haan, Zelfbestuur en staatsbeheer:Het politieke
debat over burgerschap en rechtsstaat in de twintigste eeuw (Amsterdam, Amsterdam
University Press, 1993).
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